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Abstract： We model the low frequency electrical heating of submarine methane hydrate 

deposits located at depths between 1000 and 1500 m, and determine the energy return on 

energy invested (EROI) for this process. By means of the enthalpy method, we calculate 

the time-dependent heating of these deposits under applied electrical power supplied to a 

cylindrical heater located at the center of the reservoir and at variable depths. The 

conversion of the produced water to steam is avoided by limiting the heater temperature. 

We calculate the volume of methane hydrate that will melt and the energy equivalent of the 

gas thus generated. The partial energy efficiency of this heating process is obtained as the 

ratio of the gas equivalent energy to the applied electrical energy. We obtain EROI values 

in the range of 4 to 5, depending on the location of the heater. If the methane gas is used to 

generate the electrical energy required in the heating (in processes with a 33% efficiency), 

the effective EROI of the process falls in the range of 4/3 to 5/3. 

Keywords: EROI; methane hydrates; electrical heating; electromagnetic heating; moving 

boundary problems; enthalpy method 

 

1. Introduction 

Methane hydrates are water-methane compounds which are present under the proper temperature 

and pressure conditions either at the bottom of the sea close to continental shelves or in the  

subsoil [1-3]. They are important due to the very large amounts of methane they contain [4,5]. By 1999 

Japan had already started very significant efforts to produce gas from land and oceanic deposits [6]. 

In view of the importance of avoiding methane hydrate plugs in oil production pipes, we extended 

our work on the electromagnetic heating of petroleum [7] to the microwave heating of methane 

hydrate plugs [8,9] and to the low frequency (50–60 Hz) heating of reservoirs. Here we present 
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additional results related to this low frequency heating, with special attention given to the energy 

return on energy invested (EROI) of the process.  

In Figure 1 we indicate the stability conditions for a methane hydrate deposit situated at the bottom 

of the sea, at depths between 1000 and 1500 m. In Figure 2 we show the geometry used in the model: 

(a) the reservoir is assumed to have cylindrical symmetry; (b) a cylindrical electrical heater is located 

at the center of the reservoir (at different depths); (c) a water temperature of 2 °C is assumed at the top 

of the reservoir; (d) the temperature along the sides of the deposit (and at the bottom) is determined by 

the geothermal gradient of 40 °C/Km. The results of the model are obtained in relation to a cylindrical 

coordinate system (R,Z) whose origin is located at the center of the top of the reservoir. 

When the heater is turned on, different regions of the reservoir will heat up and dissociate when 

they reach the melting temperature of 22 °C, thus liberating methane gas. The key objective of this 

paper is the determination of the ratio of the energy equivalent of the methane given off in the molten 

regions, to the electrical energy supplied. We feel that knowing this partial efficiency factor is essential 

for establishing the theoretical feasibility of electrical heating schemes of methane hydrate (MH).  

In Section 2 we determine the temperature variations in the hydrate region due to the applied power 

distribution. In Section 3 we present the results for the energy efficiencies obtained for different 

heaters and heater locations in the reservoir. Finally, we present conclusions derived from the present 

work with recommendations for future extensions. 

Figure 1. Conditions for the existence of methane hydrate deposits in porous sediments 

below the sea surface: shaded region indicate methane hydrate (MH) deposits. The dotted 

curve line indicates the phase transition between the solid and the (gas + liquid) regions. 

The continuous lines indicate the temperature gradients in the seabed and in the water.  
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Figure 2. The system: A surface low frequency (50–60 Hz) electrical source is connected 

by cables (located inside cross-section of a circular pipe) to an electrical heater located 

inside a methane hydrate reservoir. Rh is the heater radius, Lh the length of the heater, Dh 

the depth of the heater, Dmh the diameter of the reservoir, and Lmh the reservoir length.  

 
 

2. Temperature Distribution in the MH Deposits 

The heater shown in Figure 2 is supplied by low frequency (50–60 Hz) electrical energy from a 

surface power source, transferred to the bottom via conventional cables located inside a production 

pipe—in the same scheme used for the high voltage (2000 V) supply to submersible pumps used in 

heavy oil production.  

The heater pipe is assumed to have a radius of 0.1524 m (6 inches), and is located at the center of 

the cylindrical MH reservoir. In the calculations, the methane region is considered to have up to  

400 times the radius of the heater (6.1 m) and a thickness of 500 m. As the hydrate melts, the surface 

separating the solid from the liquid plus gas region will move outwardly from the power source. This 

moving boundary heat transfer problem (a Stefan problem) can be solved numerically by several 

special heat transfer methods outlined by Chun-Pyo [10]. The details of the numerical solution for our 

geometry are given in reference [9].  

The values that we used for the different material properties [11,12] are: 

MH: latent heat = 438540 joules/kg 

MH specific heat = 2108 joules/(kg K) 

MH density = 913 kg/(m3) 

MH thermal conductivity = 0.5 watts/(m.K) 

Water specific heat = 4187 joules/(kg.K) 

Water density = 1000 kg/(m3) 

Water thermal conductivity = 0.58 watts/(m.K) 

Copper specific heat = 385 joules/(kg.K) 

Copper density = 8920 kg/(m3) 

Copper thermal conductivity = 401 watts/(m.K) 
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By turning the heater off, the temperature of the heater is maintained at a temperature below a 

selected maximum temperature (Tmax = 200 °C) in order to avoid temperatures that would vaporize 

the water produced from the MH dissociation. Thus the only gas produced is the methane. At depths of 

1000 m the pressure is close to 107 pascals corresponding to a temperature of evaporation of  

some 300 °C. 

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show how the temperature varies inside the reservoir as time progresses. 

Figure 3. Temperature inside the reservoir T (R,Z = 25 m,t) vs. R at different  

times. Melting temperature = 22° C. A 30 KW heater is located on top of reservoir  

(radius = 0.1524 m, length = 75 m, Tmax = 200 °C). 

 
 

3. Energy Efficiencies at Different Input Power Levels 

In this section we present the results of the equivalent energy corresponding to the volumes of 

methane hydrate that melt at 22 °C in different parts of the reservoir. This equivalent energy is taken to 

be of the order of 6.1 × 109 joules for each cubic meter of methane hydrate. We determine this value in 

the following manner: 

(1) One cubic meter of methane hydrate yields 160–170 cubic meters of methane at standard 

temperature and pressure (STP 0 °C and 1 atm) 

(2) Measurements of the heat of combustion of methane [13] yield a value of 8.906 × 105 

joules/mol corresponding to 3.868 × 107 joules/m3 of methane. This value closely agrees with 

an energy content of 1000 BTU per cubic foot, well in the range of the 500–1000 BTU per 

cubic foot reported in the literature for natural gas [14]. 

(3) Thus 1 cubic meter of methane hydrate producing 160 m3 of methane gas yields an equivalent 

energy of 6.1 × 109 joules.  
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Figure 4. Temperature inside the reservoir T (R,Z,t = 1 year) vs. Z at different R values. 

Melting temperature = 22 °C. A 30 KW heater is located on top of reservoir  

(radius = 0.1524 m, length = 75 m, Tmax = 200 °C. 

 

In the following figures we show the results given by our heat transfer model for the energy 

efficiency of the process. We define this EROI as the ratio of the equivalent energy of the methane 

separated (in those reservoir sections where the temperature exceeds 22 °C), divided by the electrical 

energy applied. 

As time increases, the applied electrical energy will increase while the energy gain decreases, as the 

available MH volume decreases. When all the MH deposit has melted, no further energy associated to 

the methane gas will be available, and the energy efficiency will be zero. This is evidenced in Figure 5 

where the results over a 50 year time span are shown. 

The results show that a heater located at the top is less efficient than a heater located deeper in the 

reservoir. This is because of the 2 °C boundary condition which is maintained at the top of the reservoir. 

Figure 6 shows the results for a five year heating span, with an applied power of 30 KW, with 

100 m long heaters located at the top (EROI ≈ 3.7), midway down the reservoir (EROI ≈ 4.6), and 

down at the bottom of the reservoir (EROI ≈ 5.4).  

Important information about the heating process of methane hydrate reservoirs can be obtained by 

examining the plots of the time averaged energy input and the energy gain vs. the length of different 

heaters located at the top of the reservoir, for different levels of applied electrical power. The results 

are shown in Figures 7 and 8. 
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Figure 5. Energy gain over a 50 year period, for a 30 KW, 100 m long heater located at the 

top of the reservoir and at a depth of 200 to 300 m. 

 
 

Figure 6. Energy gain over a 5 year period, for a 30 Kw, 100 m long heater located at the 

bottom of the reservoir, at a depth between 200 and 300 m, and at the top. 
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Figure 7 shows that the time averaged input energy will tend to a constant when the different 

heaters are always ON (thus dissipating maximum power). Initially they are ON and OFF (as 

controlled by the temperature limiting system), but as their length increases the power density will 

decrease and they will be ON all the time. 

Figure 7. Time averaged energy input over a 5 year period vs. heater length for different 

heater powers. The heaters are located at the top of the reservoir (radius = 0.1524 m,  

Tmax = 200 °C). 

 
 

This effect is also shown in Figure 8 where the energy gain is plotted as a function of heater length. 

The figure shows that at a certain length, a maximum point is reached in energy gain, and then this 

energy gain decreases as the power density in the heaters is reduced when their volume increases.  

Figure 8 shows the level corresponding to an energy gain of 3. Only energy gains above this level 

will yield a positive energy gain for 50–60 Hz electrical heating. This is the case when electrical 

energy is produced by conventional thermal plants with efficiency of the order of 33–34%.  
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Figure 8. Energy gain (Energy out/Energy in) over a 5 year period vs. heater length for 

different heater powers. The heaters are located at the top of the reservoir (radius = 0.1524 

m, Tmax = 200 °C) 

 

4. Conclusions 

We have determined the response of seabed methane hydrate deposits under electrical low 

frequency heating. The losses associated with the cables from the surface to the heaters have not been 

considered. For heaters with three phase voltages of the order of 2000 volts, one can easily show that 

the energy loss along a cable is similar to that in cables used for submersible pumps of an order of  

1–2%, for cable lengths of one kilometer. 

For heaters located at the top of the MH reservoirs the maximum EROI (energy return on energy 

invested) is of the order of (3.7/3) = 1.24 (see Figure 6). This is the EROI value for the case when only 

the electrical energy is considered in the calculation. 

If one were to consider the energy required for the construction of the heaters, the pipes, and the 

pipe and the installation process, the total EROI would be even less. Electrical heating using 

microwaves is out of the question as the efficiency of conversion from 60 Hz to microwaves is of the 

order of 50%. 

Ideally, for maximum net energy balance, the electrical heaters used for the production of methane 

from methane hydrate deposits should be energized with electrical power generated by 

hydroelectricity, where the efficiency of generation is of the order of 80–85%. 

An interesting heating scheme, using hot water produced in the heater exchanger of a floating 

electrical power plant located close to the MH reservoir, was presented by T. Yamakawa et al. in 

reference [15]. This is the scheme proposed for the production of gas from the submarine deposits 
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located in the Eastern Nankai trough off the coast of Japan. It would certainly be interesting to 

determine the EROI for this process. 

The results obtained in this paper indicate that methane hydrate plugs in oil producing pipelines 

could be conveniently eliminated with the insertion of electrical heaters. Problems with MH plugs can 

be analyzed and solved along the lines of the present paper using different temperature boundary 

conditions. For these problems the EROI concept is not pertinent. 
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